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1. INTRODUCTION 
In several recent papers [7-93, Gupta and Sidki have constructed for 
each odd prime p an infinite 2-generator p-group in which each of the 
generators is also of order p. The Gupta-Sidki groups therefore provide 
concrete counterexamples to Burnside’s conjecture which was first given a 
negative answer by Golod [S]. A further counterexample to this conjecture 
appears in [6], where GrigorEuk constructs an infinite 2-group generated 
by three elements of order 2, this example being related to one given earlier 
by AleSin [l] (see also [ 111). The groups of Gupta and Sidki are 
residually finite and have trivial center and every non-trivial normal 
subgroup has finite index. Moreover, each Gupta-Sidki p-group contains 
an isomorphic copy of every finite p-group. Their method is concerned with 
the construction of a group of automorphisms of an infinite regular tree. 
This paper is concerned with extending the results of Gupta and Sidki 
using a different approach. Our results can be summarized as follows: 
* Part of this work was carried out while the author held University of Alabama Research 
Grant, RGC 1210. 
+ This work was started while the author was a recipient of a University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside CRCA grant and completed while he was a recipient of NSF Grant 
DMS-8504028. 
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THEOREM A. Let n be a natural number with n 2 4, and let II denote the 
set of primes dividing n. Then there is a 2-generator infinite periodic z-group 
E, whose generators are elements of order n. The group E, is hypobelian and 
residually finite, has trivial center, and contains an isomorphic copy of every 
countable, residually finite, locally soluble FC-n-group. Moreover, if n 1 m 
then the groups E, and E, can be constructed so that E, < E,. 
Here, of course, a group is hypoabelian if some term of its (extended) 
derived series is trivial. In particular, note that a finite subgroup of E, must 
be soluble. 
Our construction utilizes the generalized wreath product of groups, first 
introduced by Hall in [lo]. The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In 
Section 2, the groups E, are constructed and shown to be infinite, 
hypoabelian, and residually finite. We also establish the last of our claims. 
In Section 3, the periodicity of E, is established together with the fact that 
every element is a r-element. The fact that E, has trivial center will also be 
seen here. Finally, in Section 4, we establish the other claims made in the 
statement of the theorem. 
Our notation is generally standard; good reference sources here are 
c-2, 121. 
2. THE GROUPS E, 
In order to pursue the last of our claims, that E, d E, if n 1 m, we shall let 
G be a periodic abelian group and let /1 = { 1, 2, 3, . ..} be given the reverse 
ordering of the usual one. Then G acts on itself in a natural way via the 
right regular representation and then one can form the nth wreath power, 
W= wr G” acting as a group of permutations on the set X= Dr G,‘, as in 
[2]. To distinguish the groups occurring in the wreath product we let 
G, z G, for each ie/i, act on X,= G. We shall let @=Cr W”, the Nth 
Cartesian power of W. Using the notation of [2] we let G, correspond to Gi 
in the wreath product W and we then set Di= G,<“‘l~...~o~+~>. 
An element c( E IV is said to be convergent if it is of the form 
a=(g,* g,g2, g1g2g3, ...I with g,ED, 
and if, for all I E X, there exists n E N so that for all k E N, 
%I “‘gn=-ugl “‘gngn+l ..‘gn+k 
x(g, . ..g.)-‘=x(g, ...gn ...g,+k)-‘. 
(*) 
The set of convergent elements in W will be denoted by C(W) and we shall 
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write c1= (g,, g, g,, g, g,g,, . ..) E was c1= n, g,. The conditions (*) then 
allow one to conclude: 
2.1. LEMMA. C( W) is a subgroup of r w*hich can be embedded naturally 
in Sym X. 
Here, as always, Sym X denotes the symmetric group on X. 
Now let g E G be a non-trivial element of order n 3 4 and let y = g’ be an 
element of order at least 3. In Gi denote these elements by g, and yi, respec- 
tively, and define aR = c1 E C(W) and yn = y E C(W) by 
a=(g,, g1, g,, -1 
y = (1, gy g;-d, g-3'lg21‘1 'g;'g; '.'I, ..J, 
where gh denotes h ~ ‘gh and g-h denotes h ~ ‘g ~ ‘h. We let 
E,, = (cq y), a 2-generator group. 
The next lemma deals with the orders of CI and y. 
2.2. LEMMA. The elements o! and y have order, n and are elements of 
C( w. 
Proof: It is clear that a has order n and lies in C(W); in fact, for x E X, 
xa=xg,. The action of y on XE X is as follows, using the fundamental 
defining action of the component groups in a wreath product (see [2]): 
(1, . . . . 1, y,, -yi+, g7 xi+21 . ..) 
if x = (1, . . . . 1, yi, xi+, , . ..). some i 
(1, . ..) 1, ?‘;I, x,+,g-‘, .xT,+2, . ..) 
if x=(1 ,..., 1, ~,:l,x~+, ,...) some i 
x otherwise 
Hence y E C(W) and this also shows that xy” #x, for some x E X, if s < n 
and that xy” = x for all x E X, since g has order n. Hence y has order n 
also. 1 
We wish to consider the relationship between the various E,. This is 
incorporated in the next three lemmata. First, for arbitrary h E G we define 
x,={x=(xi)EX(liE(h)}. 
2.3. LEMMA. If ( g ) f (h ) for some h E G then E, < Sym X,,. 
Proof It is clear that PEE, induces a permutation on X, so there is a 
homomorphism from E,, into Sym X,. Suppose /3 = n hi E E,, with hi E D,, 
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and suppose /? # lx, the identity map on X. Then there is a minimum value 
k (in the usual ordering) so that hk # 1. Since hkEDkr h, = ?‘;I ... t; for 
certain tj # 1 E G, and yi E (G,, . . . . G,- ,). The definition of y and tl implies 
that t,~ (gk) and rig (g,. . . . . g,-,, y1 ,..., y,-,). Suppose x=(x~)EX 
and xh, f x. Then we may assume x, = 1 if j < k (the ordering in n ). Also 
hk moves only the k-coordinate. If xi $ (g) for some j > k then we would 
have xhk = x, from the remarks concerning rjr t,. But we may then clearly 
take xk E (g), since the action of h, is not determined by the k-coordinate. 
It is now clear that xp #x and it follows that E, d Sym X,,. 1 
We require a small lemma similar to those occurring in [2, Sect. 21. 
2.4. LEMMA. Suppose 52 is a partially ordered set and W= 
)l*r,,ER (G,,, A’,,) is an associated wreath product. If A, p, T E Q with A< p < z 
andifgEG,, l,h~G,andk~G,satisfy l,g#l, then [g-‘lg,h-‘kh]=l. 
Proof: This follows by considering cases as in [2, Sect. 21. 1 
We can now prove one of the facts claimed as in the main theorem. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. rf (g) < (h), f or some h E G, and if g’ = h” = y then 
E, < E,, where m is the order of h. 
Proof. We construct E, using the elements h and y, and, for some 
HEN, g=h’. Then u.,=(g,,g ,,...) and u,,=(hl,hl ,... ). Hence cr,=crl,. 
Also y,=(l, g;‘gl.“,-‘, g;lg;p’lgygjP;’ ,...) and y,=(l, h.;lh;Jr’ 
/,{I h,?;‘h.;zh, .?z -‘, . ..j. It now follows by 2.4 and [2, Lemma 2.91 tha; 
y~=y,andE,=(cr,,y,)~(cr~,yl,)=(cc,,y,)=E,,asrequired. 1 
We may now concentrate on the major part of the main theorem, and 
2.3 now allows us to assume G = (g>. We shall retain the previous 
notation, but write E,, = E. We shall let r denote the normal closure of ( y ) 
in E, and set F= {he Sym XJ (xh), =x, for all .Y= (xj) EX}. Then r< F 
and since (cc) n F= 1 it follows that E = r](a), the semi-direct product 
of r and (cc). Set Hi= (gE WI(xg),=x, if kbi, for all x=(.xj)oX, 
k,iEA), and Hi= {ge W((xg),=xk if k<i, for all x=(x,)~X}. Then 
Hi u W by [2, Corollary 5.31 and W= Hi] Hi by [2, Lemma 5.61. Using 
[2, Lemma 5.61 and [3, Theorem 5(i)] we have: 
2.6. PROPOSITION. E is hJ,poabelian and residual!,’ finite. 
Also it follows from [2, Theorem 5.81 that W is a n-group, where 71 is 
the set of primes dividing the order of g. Hence every element of E is either 
a x-element or has infinite order, since E < I%‘. 
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We define, for hE (g), a set Y,EX by Y,= {~=(x~)~Xjx,=h}. We 
also define the following mappings: 
s: Y,-x, where (1,x2,x3 ,... )s=(x,,x3 ,...) 
s -‘:x-+ Y,, where (x*,x?, . ..)~‘=(l.x,,x~, . ..) 
4: F+Sym X, where (b) 4 = SC’fls 
IC/:SymX+F, where, for .\: E X, 
if XE Y, 
if x $ Y, 
One easily exhibits the following: 
2.7. LEMMA. (i) q5 and II/ are group homomorphisms, 
(ii) Ii/d= lSymX1 the identity map on Sym X. 
The homomorphisms q4 and $ are very important in what is to follow. 
The next result in fact allows one to deduce that E is infinite. Recall that 
g’ = y. 
2.8. LEMMA. (i) (y) q3 = y, 
(ii) (y”)f$=~(~r, 
(iii) (yam’) f+4 = ci, 
(iv) (y”‘) CJ = 1 if t f 0, r, -r (mod n). 
Proof. We shall merely prove (i). The other cases follow similarly. 
Let x E X and suppose .X is not of the form (1, . . . . 1, yi, xi+ r, x;+ *, . ..) or 
(I,..., 1, y*:l,x;+l,x r+Z, . ..). for some i. Then xy” = XC ‘ys = x = sy. If 
x = (1, . ..) 1, yi, xi+,, .x~+~, . ..) then xs~‘ys=(l, . . . . 1, yi, ?c,+,g, .x~+~, . ..)= 
xy and a similar result happens when x = (1, . . . . 1, y,- ‘, xi+, , . ..). It is now 
clear that (y) 4 = y. 1 
2.9. COROLLARY. E is infinite. 
ProoJ The homomorphism q4 maps r epimorphically onto E, by 2.8. 
The result follows, since a finite group cannot be an epimorphic image of a 
proper subgroup. 1 
3. THE PERIODICITY OF E 
Our proof that E is periodic is similar to that of Gupta and Sidki. 
However, we are more concerned with the properties of the maps 4 and \cI. 
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We shall first obtain some preliminary results. Suppose /? E F and let 6 = all, 
for some natural number t. If h = g’ then we define a map bb E F by 
and we let F,={/Ialb~F}. L’k 1 ewise we let I-, = {flbj flE Z-1. Clearly 
F6 Q F, and we have the easily proven result: 
3.1. LEMMA. (i) [F,?, Fv]= 1 if6#~~ (cx); 
(ii) 0” BEFthen B=FIse<,, Da; 
(iii) F= DrdE <1) F,. 
Statements (i) and (ii) here have their analogue for the subgroups r,. 
However, the corresponding statement (iii) for r must be weakened to 
r6 DrdE {I> r,. 
The fundamental relationship between 4, $, and the elements /Is, for 
/I E F, is given by: 
3.2. LEMMA. For all b E F, and for all 6 E (cr ), 
s-‘(sgs-‘)~~~=~d. 
Proof. Let 6 = c(’ and h = g’. Set x = (II, xz, x3, . ..) E Y,,. Then 
.u6~‘(6p6~‘)~~L=(1,~K,2,x~,...)s(sgs~’)~s~’s 
= (1, x2, x3, . ..)(@S -‘) ss -‘6 
= (h, -‘c2, x3, . ..)/w’ss-‘6 
=Xfl since fi E F. 
If x# Y, then x6-l $ Y, so xSp’(S/?Sp’)@+ 6=x6-‘6=x, since 
(S/G P’)6* E F. The definition of fia now gives the result. 1 
3.3. COROLLARY. 1~'" fI,, f12~ F and (flf)m = (fi$)” for all 6 E (ct) then 
PI = B2. 
Proof. Apply 3.2 and 3.l(ii). 1 
We mention that in fact the groups r, (and the groups F6) are conjugate 
to each other; in fact, 6 - ‘rl 6 = Ts for each 6 E (IX). Moreover, the groups 
r, are all isomorphic to E. One easily sees that bg: r, -+ E defined by 
(OS) +a = (S/I,8 -I) 4 = (S/IS-‘) 4 is an isomorphism, for p6 E r,. However, 
these facts are not required. Note also that BE F has order I if and only if 
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p6 has order dividing 1, for each 6 E (a), and that 1 is the lowest common 
multiple of the orders of the pb. 
It would be of interest to have a proof that E is periodic based on 
properties of wreath products. Since one does not appear to be available 
we shall proceed differently. Let p denote the free product of the groups 
(y”) for 6 E (a). If b E r then p = n,, <z) (y8)+, for certain integers ns, so 
/I can be thought of as an element of l? Let A(@) denote the syllable length 
of /? and if be (a), 6 # 1, set A(gS) =2(b)+ 1. We prove that E is periodic 
by induction on the syllable length. We first require two preliminary 
results. 
3.4. LEMMA. Iffier and A(fi)a 4 then A(p’)<A(j3). 
Proof Suppose p = ny!, (ydl)“f, for certain ai E (a) and mi E Z, with 
O<m,<n- 1. Then A(/?)=m>4 and clearly A(/?)>A(b”) by 2.8. Since 
A(/?) 24 at least two values of i exist for which 6, # 1 and by 2.8 we may 
assume that two factors of 8, ~‘1 and y6k, have Sj = ar or a Pr and 6, = ar or 
a -‘. Hence /?” has afm/ and a*“” among its n factors, some of which 
may be 1, by Lemma 2.8. Since a*my = yaTm,a*“Q it then follows that 
W”) < 4P). I 
3.5. LEMMA. Suppose BE I-, 6 E (a) and that 6 has order m. Then 
A((flP”. . . phm-‘y) < l(j). 
Prdof: Suppose p = JJk =, (y’*)“” for some i,, j, E Z. Since m 1 n we can 
write 6 = as(n’m), where s and m are relatively prime. We first observe that, 
for fixed k, the integers j, - t(sn/m) are all distinct, modulo n, as t varies 
between 0 and m - 1, since s and m are relatively prime. Moreover, if 
j, - t(sn/m) = _+r (mod n) and j, - u(sn/m) = 0 (mod n) for certain integers 
t, u then j, - (t - 2u)(sn/m) = Tr (mod n). It follows from these two facts 
and 2.8 that (fib” phmml) 4 consists of at most 31 factors, at most 1 of 
which are powers of y. If there are fewer than I factors which are powers of 
y then clearly A((p/?” ... Bdmm’)“) d A(/?). If there are exactly 1 powers of y, 
we may assume these are all separated by some power of a. But 
a;yt~ai = (a~y~a - i) ai+ I so (&?” . . . p6mm’)# is a product of 1 conjugates of 
powers of y multiplied by some power of a obtained by the various 
conjugations. The second observation implies that this power is 0, hence 
the result. 1 
We now come to the main result of this section. We recall that rc is the 
set of primes dividing the order of g. 
3.6. THEOREM. E is a x-group. 
Proof. It follows, from the remark succeeding 2.6, that we need only 
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show that E is periodic. We lirst show that if /I E E and A(/?) < 3 then /I has 
finite order. This follows from 2.2 when A(p) = 1. If %(j) = 2 then 
/?= (y”‘)” 6 or a = (y”‘)” (y”)” for some s, t, U, OEZ and 6 E (~1). In the 
former case, if 6 has order m we have 
pn = (y”‘)’ ((y”‘).s)” -1 . . . ((yz’).s)a-‘m-” 
so that for all rl E (a) 
(py’ = 0)“. Q)J ((p’)“)” -’ . . . ( (yv’r’).y-‘~, 
It follows from 3.5 that A( ( (fi”)“m’)d) d A( (yq-I”‘)“) = 1. Hence ((/I”‘)“-‘)” has 
finite order for all q. By 3.2, (fim)V has finite order for all q so by 3.l(ii), j3” 
has finite order. In the latter case we may assume t & u (mod n), otherwise 
A(/?)= 1. Then for VE (LX), (/?-I)” is of the form lrU, c?, or (y’*)” cx’ by 2.8, 
and as above p has finite order. 
The case A(p) = 3 follows similar lines so is omitted. 
Finally, suppose A(p) 2 4, and use induction on the syllable length. If 
/l E f then 3.4 implies that for all 6 E (cI), A((/3”-‘)d) < A(S/?P’) = A(b). By 
induction (p’-‘)” has finite order for all 6 E (a) and hence so does 
/I6 = cV’(/?“-‘)~~ 6. Hence /Yi = n,, <?) j?;, is of finite order. If /3 $ r then 
fl= fi6 for some 6 E (cc) of order m and some BE r. Then, as before, 
n(((pm)“-‘)@) d w-‘) = A(8) <W), f or all Y) E (cr ). Hence as above fl”’ 
has finite order and this implies the same of /I. This completes the proof. 1 
Finally in this section we show that Z(E), the center of E, is trivial, at 
least if JJ has order greater than or equal to 3. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. If y has order at least 3 then Z(E) = 1. 
Proof: Suppose first that p = BS E Z(E) for some BE r and 1 # 6 E (cr ). 
Then BEC,-((IX)) and rB=p(&&‘). If also 62~~’ or tl-’ then an 
application of 4 here yields the contradiction y = 1, by 2.8. So if j E Z(E)\f 
then B has the form /%xr or j&z- r. If p = 8~’ then yfi = ~~‘ycc :-’ and hence 
yflrn = fl”u. Thu s ME r, a contradiction, and a similar argument shows 
j3 # PM Pr. Hence Z(E) B r. If /I E Z(E) then /I” # Z(E), since 4 is an 
epimorphism. This observation and 2.8 ensure that /3 $ Z(E) if A(/?) < 3. 
(One simply has to check that no non-trivial element of (y ) commutes 
with a). Finally, if A(p) 3 4 we choose fi so that A(/?) is as small as possible, 
assuming BE Z(E). Then A((6p6-‘)6)< A(SfiP’)= A(b), by 3.4, for all 
SE (a). By minimal choice of A(/?) it follows that (SpSP’)“= 1. It follows 
by 3.2 and 3.l(ii) that /I = 1, yielding a contradiction. Hence Z(E) = 1 as 
required. 1 
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4. THE SUBGROUPS OF E 
In this section we establish that E is large in some sense. In fact, we show 
that E contains a subgroup isomorhic with Dr IV”. The first results 
however will be concerned with r’, the derived subgroup of ZY The 
following is easily seen: 
4.1. LEMMA. For all SE N, 
(i) (ye’)!@ = yz’, 
(ii) (((ya’)ti)“i)6= 1 zj”g’# 1. 
4.2. LEMMA. If y has order greater than 3 and g’ = y then for all integers 
*, [y, yq* = [yyl-*‘, y-““-‘yy”“-‘]. 
ProoJ We use 3.3 and 4.1 to establish this. The proof requires various 
cases to be checked and is not difficult. 1 
The stipulation that y have order greater than 3 here will be required in 
the rest of this section. The above result implies in particular: 
4.4. COROLLARY. (f-')tidf'. 
Our next few results are aimed at obtaining a very special element of Z-‘. 
4.4. LEMMA. For each n E N there exists 6 E r so that 6”” = CC. 
ProoJ: We use induction on n. When n = 1, we may set 6 = y’-‘. 
Suppose for n = k, there exists do E r so that S$ = u. Let 6 = &,y6,’ E r. 
One easily verifies that @+I = c(. 1 
4.5. COROLLARY. If /I E r’ and /?“” = y for some n E N, there exists 6 E r 
so that (PA)@‘+’ = CC. 
Proof By 4.4 there exists 6, E r so that Sg = IX. Set 6 = 6;’ E r. Then 
one easily shows that (@d)m”” =o(. 1 
4.6. LEMMA. The folloning elements of E have order dividing n: 
(i) (~1~y”)~ if (u, n) = 1; 
(ii) (y?~~‘)~ if (v, n) = 1, for 24, 0, n E H; 
(iii) (~~“‘7)“; 
(iv) [y-‘, cr]“. 
Proof: To show that /I= I-Ids <a) /I6 E r has order dividing n it is 
sufficient, by 3.2, to show (S@ -I)” has order dividing n, for each 6 E (LX). 
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(i) If /j’= (a”y”)” then fi = y’“‘“m”“. . . y’“‘y” and hence (pa’)” = 
(Y 
L,ll”-llu*i 
. ..Y L’au+‘ypy’)d, for each t E Z. Since (u, n) = 1 the powers of x 
occurring in this expression are all distinct and so we have (j”‘)“= y”, 
x ‘yclx, or cry’K ‘, each of which has order dividing n. 
(ii) This follows immediately from (i). 
(iii) Let fi= (~~~‘7)” so that (/I”‘)“= ((y “t’?jZ’)+)n, for each t EZ. By 
2.8, this expression is clearly 1 except possibly if Y + t = 0, Y or -r (mod n) 
or t=O, r or -r (modn). If t=O (modn) then j?6=((y-‘ry)@)“=(cry)” by 
2.8, and this has order dividing n by (i). If t = r (mod n) then (fi”‘)” = 
((y --Zy’)4)n = @--?I = 1, since J’ has order greater than 3. When t = -r 
(mod n), (/I’m’)d = (VU)” has order dividing n. Finally, when t = -2r 
(mod n), (fiZm2’)d = K” = 1. Hence case (iii) follows. 
(iv) This follows in a fashion similar to case (iii). 1 
4.7. COROLLARY. There exists /I E f’ so that fl has order n and Bd4 = cc. 
Proof: Set fiO = [y “‘, y]“. Then one easily computes that p$’ = y so, by 
4.5, there exists 6 or so that (&j)@ = c( and /I=& will be the desired 
element provided it has the correct order. However, by examining the 
various cases again, one sees that (j;‘)d has order dividing n for each 
CY’ E (a), so PO has order dividing n. If fiO has order m < n, then 
c?‘= ((Bs)64)m = ((jr)“)@ = 1, contradicting the fact that c1 has order n. 
Therefore &,, and hence fi =/It, has order exactly n. 1 
In fact, one can show that 4.7 holds even when .v has order 3. We shall 
let fi denote the specific element constructed in 4.7 for the rest of this paper. 
It is easily shown using an explicit construction for the 6 occurring in 4.7 
that: 
4.8. LEMMA. /??'~r if i= 1, 2, 3. 
We shall use this fact to prove that BP ‘c@ centralizes fi@. First we need a 
preliminary result. 
4.9. LEMMA. (i) If0E Sym X then (@‘), = Q@. 
(ii) Ift3~ F then 8-‘8, E C,(@‘). 
(Here C,(@) denotes the centralizer of Q@ in F.) 
Proof: (i) This follows from 2.7 and 3.2. 
(ii) If XE Y, then x8;‘(@) 8, =(.x&i)(@) 8, = (XV’Qe) B, = 
xQ-‘Q@L8 since 0-‘@ E F. If x$ Y, then x8;‘0*8, =xQ@Q, =x(0@), 8, (from 
(i)) = x6, (since x$ Y,) = x. On the other hand, since .uQ-’ r$ Y,, 
XQ ~ ‘Q*Q = x and the result holds. 1 
481,115 I-II 
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4.10. PROPOSITION. (B@)I(= (pti5)a@. 
Proof: 
(/p5)P = (p5p by 4.9 
= (p5) p by 3.2 
= ((pqq@ 
= ((pyh)ti by 4.8 and 4.9. 
These steps are now repeated and the result then follows. [ 
We now set /I0 = /I and pi = /?“I for i > 1 and CI, = c(@“~ for i 2 0. We shall 
show that the groups A = (ai1 i> 0) and B = (pi 1 i > 0) are isomorphic. 
By 4.3 and 4.7, B < r’. Also one easily shows that in fact the action of rl/ on 
0~ E is to increase the subscripts of gi, yi occurring in 8 by one. Thus 
and it is then clear that A is isomorphic with W. The following can be 
established by induction. 
4.11. LEMMA. For all i>O, for all t>, 1, 
(/I- r+r )“‘= (/3 If, )“. 
We let (Do, . . . . pmp,) he denoted bJ> B,. I and set A,=(/?,)Bm-l, 
A,=&= (h>. 
The following result is easily established using 3.2 and 2.7. 
4.12. LEMMA. For each k 3 0, 
(i) Bt = UW1. 
(ii) For each 1 #6~ (a), (flt)6= 1. 
We also have from 4.1, 
4.13. LEMMA. For all s E N 
6) (BiP=/3, 
(ii) (((pi)+)“)“= 1 if 1 #6E (tL). 
In fact 4.12 and 4.13 hold under much more general assumptions; for 
example, they hold for all elements of f, not just the fik. 
These results are needed to show: 
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4.14. PROPOSITION. Zf x, J’EB,,~~ then [(fi,).‘, (/Im)“] = 1 and A, is 
abelian. 
Proof It suffices to show that if .Y E ym, a transversal to N,,_,( (pm)) 
in B,, , , then [(/I,) ‘, (p, )] = 1. Our proof is by induction on m. First 
note that (/P)“’ and /Iti commute for all SE N since (/I$)“’ only acts non- 
trivially on the set Y, and fiti only acts non-trivially on Y,. Hence 
1 = [(fl$))“‘, /Iti] = [@))“‘, /I@]@= [Bf’, b,], by 4.10 so the induction starts. 
Suppose the result is true for m = k. The induction hypotheses imply that 
A, = DrrtLY (B,,)‘fors<k, andalso B,=A,...A.forsdk. 
We need to show that for .uEB,, P;+,fik+,=flk+,/3;+,. We use 3.3 to 
show this. It follows by several applicttions of 4.13 (and the remarks 
following it) that we need to show (fit)‘;” a$ = Bt(/3$)‘@. Now xg4 is a cer- 
tain product of cP by a product of conjugates of /I? for some u E N (where 
some of these conjugates may also be conjugated by elements of the form 
cr”.~.) Applying 4.13 and 3.3 we need only show (pi + ,)b5 fit’+ i = 
bf5+ ,(fl;+ ,)@. But (fi;+, )m and fit’+, E A, , , which is abelian by induction, 
so the result follows. 1 
We next show that A, n B,,- , = 1 for all m 3 1. The following easily 
proven result will help in this. 
4.15. LEMMA. (i) Zf fl E E fi.ves the first I coordinates of every x E X 
then /I* fixes the ,first I + 1 coordinates qf every .Y E X. 
(ii) If /I’ E E changes the l-coordinate of some x = (xi) E X then /I* 
changes the (I + 1 )-coordinate of z = ( zi) E 1, where 2, = 1 and zr + , = xi for 
i3 1. 
4.16. LEMMA. Forallm>l, A,nB,,-,=l 
Prooj: We consider the case m = 1 first. Let fl= [Y-~*‘, y]. Then in 
Lemma 4.7 we showed that fiO = (p)6 for some 6 E f. By considering these 
cases it is easily shown that p fixes coordinates 1 and 2, whence so does &,. 
However, 8” does not fix the 5-coordinate of every x E X since 
(1, 1, 1, .v, X5, . . . )8”=(1, l, 1, y,.x5g,-K6, -). 
Hence every non-trivial element of B, = (/IO) changes the 5coordinate of 
some XEX, since 6 is a permutation. It follows from 4.15(i) that 
A i = (b, )BO fixes the first seven coordinates of every I E X and hence 
A, n B, = 1. Note also that 4.15(ii) says every element of A, changes the 
lo-coordinate of some x E X. For the case m > 1, we assume inductively 
that every element of A,, _, fixes the first 5m - 3 coordinates of every x E X 
but changes the Sm-coordinate for some XE X and that every element 
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of Bmp2 changes the (5m - 5)-coordinate of some x E X. Hence 
B I?~- 1 =A mu ,] BMpz. By 4.15(i) every element of A, fixes the first 5m + 2 
coordinates of every .Y E X. However, every element of B, ~, changes either 
the Sm-coordinate or the (5m - 5)-coordinate of some x E X and hence 
A,nB,,+,= 1. This completes the proof. 1 
It follows that B, = A,] B,,- ,. 
4.17. PROPOSITION. A=(ccilibO)~BB((Bili~O). 
ProoJ: We define @: B+ A by @(/I;) = ui, and extend this in the 
obvious way. @ is a map since every element of B isuniquely expressible in 
the form a,+, . . . a, for certain ai E A;, by 4.16. Also each ai can be written 
uniquely in terms of the pi, by 4.14. Certainly @ is an epimorphism by 4.11. 
Also @ is a one-one map since every element of A is uniquely expressible in 
a certain “normal form” which corresponds to the way in which we write 
the elements of B (see [2, Proposition 4.41, for example). This completes 
the proof. 1 
The immediate corollary to 4.17 is that r’ contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to W. We need one more preliminary result before completing 
the proof of the main theorem. 
4.18. LEMMA. For each subgroup H of W, r’ contains a subgroup 
isomorphic with Dr H” . 
Proof. We identify W with ( fljj i 2 0) and let H d (piI i 2 0). Note 
that if h E H then hti = 1 implies h = h M = 1$ = 1 so $1 H is an isomorphism 
between H and H$. Set H, = (H+)” and H,, , = Hr’ for i> 1. Then, for 
i > 1, Hi z H. Also Hi acts non-trivially only on the set { (.u,) E XI .‘ck = 1 for 
k= 1, . . . . i- l,xi=g), so it follows that [H,, H,]= 1 if i#j. Hence 
Dr ra r H, < r’, as required. 1 
4.19. COROLLARY. E contains an isomorphic copy of every countable 
residually finite, locally soluble, FC-n-group. 
Proof: By 4.18, r’ contains a subgroup isomorphic with Dr W”. The 
result now follows from the proof of [4, Theorem 3.11. 1 
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